VIP SERVICE
MARBELLA

LET US
MAKE YOUR
STAY UNIQUE

Luxury. That is such a relatively small word with so
many connotations and such a tremendous influence
on our wellbeing.
Obviously, luxury is at the heart of our business when
it comes to matchless houses on the southern coast
of Spain. However, as a VIP client of Luxury Estates
Marbella, you can draw from our immense experience regarding numerous things that will add to the
luxury of your house as well as your stay.
Among our services are car rentals, sports activities, tickets and bookings, client confidentiality and
a number of exquisite services connected to your
household.
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CAR RENTALS

SPORTS ACTIVITIES

TICKET SERVICE

Thanks to our vast network of contacts
we can help you with first-class tickets
– be it for top sports events, concerts
or just about anything that you might
require.
Football matches
Formula 1
Golf tournaments
MotoGP
Tennis tournaments
The sheer luxury of getting behind the

Accessing a particularly attractive golf

wheel of a powerful sports car, being

course or tennis club is not always the

picked up at the airport or enjoying the

easiest thing in the world. However, it

comfort of a skilled chauffeur and his

is one of our specialities to offer that

magnificent limousine. Whatever your

service – just as we assist with res-

preferences we can provide.

ervations for a wide range of sports
activities.

Airport transfer
Chauffeur service

Golf

Limousines

Horseback riding

Sports cars

Ski
Tennis
Water sports
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BOOKING SERVICE

HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
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CLIENT CONFIDENTIALITY
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Whether it is security during a major
event at your house or the daily safety
in and around your residence, it is crucial that you feel in safe hands. You will
do just that with our services, which
include, among other things, residential security and asset protection.

Getting the right table at the right
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place and at the right time can be quite
a challenge. That is where we come
in as we can be of assistance regarding booking at restaurants as well as
exclusive sightseeing. Also, we provide
access to receptions, cocktail parties
and festivals.

Asset protection
Event security

Cocktail parties

Personalised shopping

Festivals
Receptions

Every now and then it is an advantage

Restaurants

to have certain services at home – be

Sightseeing

it a private butler, a bartender, a chef
or a babysitter. No matter your wishes,
we provide highly professional and discreet helping hands.
Babysitter
Bartender
Chef
Maid service
Massage
Pedicure & manicure
Theme nights
Welcome packs

Private chauffeur
Residential security
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Contact:
Rental & VIP Manager
Nuria Cerrato Hernandez
nuria@luxuryestatesmarbella.com
Mobile: 00 34 695 413 409
www.luxuryestatesmarbella.com

